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Developing QM Applications



This manual provides an overview of the process of developing a QM application and covers the major points to be considered in achieving a flexible, high performance application with low maintenance costs. It is assumed that the reader has already explored the QM database, perhaps by working through the Tutorial Guide. This manual should be read in conjunction with the relevant command, programming statement or product feature descriptions from other sections of the documentation set.



Choice of Interface Users can connect to QM using most terminal emulators. In addition, the QMConsole interface provides an easy way to use QM on Windows systems. The default emulation terminal type for QM is vt100 but this can be changed using the TERM command or by setting the TERM environment variable. The preferred terminal emulator is AccuTerm as this includes features specifically implemented for QM support such as the ability to save and restore screen areas which allows "pop-up" box systems to be implemented and is needed for full support of the QMBasic debugger. A licence for AccuTerm is bundled with the commercial QM product though the software must be downloaded from AccuSoft's own web site. For applications that require a Windows style "look and feel", the QMClient API allows access to the QM database from programs written in Visual Basic. This API is fully described in its own manual, The QMClient API Guide.



Editing tools As you work through the development process you will need to enter or modify data in many places. QM provides a number of data editing tools, each best suited to a particular purpose. ED



The line editor. Ideal for quick changes to data files, VOC entries, dictionaries, etc but providing no data conversion and no context sensitive prompts.



SED



The full screen editor. Really good for programming with many powerful features. It takes a while to learn to use this tool effectively but it's worth the time.



MODIFY



A dictionary driven editor that "understands" your data. This is the tool to use to enter dictionary items or to edit data records.



MED



The menu editor. Used to create and maintain menu definitions.



SCRB



The screen builder. Use of QM screen definitions can make user interfaces easy to develop.



UPDATE.RECORD



In visual mode, this is an alternative to MODIFY for some purposes.



Each of these tools has a role to play in application development and maintenance. Effective use of the right tool for each job will speed the development process. These tools are fully described in the Command Reference Guide.
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Account Structures If you are developing a new application, the first step is to create the account. The best way to do this is by use of the CREATE.ACCOUNT command: CREATE.ACCOUNT account.name pathname If you omit the command arguments, it will prompt. Account names are limited to 16 characters and are mapped to uppercase. Choose a name that reflects the purpose of the account and is easy to remember. You can find the details of existing accounts by listing the ACCOUNTS file in the QMSYS account. The pathname is the directory in which QM is to place the new account. It will be created if it does not already exist. Although applications can use resources from any directory or disk partition, try to keep as much of the account's data as possible in the account directory.



Use of Special Paragraphs Your new account will probably need to use a LOGIN paragraph to initialise the user's environment and take the user into the application. Although usually a paragraph, the LOGIN VOC entry can actually be any of the executable record types; Menu, PAragraph, Remote, Sentence or Verb. The LOGIN paragraph is likely to develop as the application progresses. Don't forget that this item is executed for all processes arriving in the account, including phantom (background) processes and QMClient sessions. A paragraph can test whether it is running in a phantom process by checking for the value "phantom" in the @TTY variable. Similarly, a QMClient sessions sets this variable to "vbsrvr". Initialisation tasks to be performed for all users when they first log in to QM, but not on moving from one account to another, can be placed in the MASTER.LOGIN paragraph in the QMSYS account. Note that this item must be a paragraph if it is used. Other VOC record types will not be executed. The LOGIN paragraph typically includes commands to set up the printers to be used by the application (the SETPTR command is discussed later), to set up any multi-national features (discussed below) and to enter the application itself. This last step ensures that users do not arrive at the QM command prompt.



If the application encounters a major error, an abort event may occur. When this happens, every program, paragraph, sentence, menu, etc that the process is running is discarded. QM then checks in the VOC file for an executable item named ON.ABORT and, if this is found, runs it before returning to the command prompt. If we want to prevent the user ever seeing the command prompt we can use this paragraph to take some other action, typically terminating the QM session completely. The ON.ABORT paragraph is executed when QM detects an internal error, when an application executes the ABORT command or QMBasic statement, or when the user selects the A option from the list displayed when the break key is used. The ON.ABORT paragraph can distinguish these by testing the @ABORT.CODE variable.
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There is a third special paragraph that you may wish to consider in your application design, the ON.EXIT paragraph, which is run on leaving QM. This can be used to perform any end of session tidy up or logging that the application designer finds useful.



Terminal Handling Issues On Windows systems, when a user enters QM from the command prompt, QM checks the current size (lines and character width) of the window and uses this to initialise the shape of the window to be used by QM itself. The application can change QM's view of the window size using the TERM command. For QMConsole and QMTerm sessions this will automatically adjust the actual terminal window too. For historic reasons in the development of multi-value databases, the QM command language is mostly defined as being in uppercase. For this reason, QM applies a system referred to as case inversion to keyboard input such that alphabetic characters typed in lowercase appear in uppercase and vice versa. This rather strange sounding system ensures that as you move between windows running QM sessions and other software you do not have to keep hitting the caps lock key. QM is much more amenable to case mismatch than most other multi-value databases. In most situations when looking for a word in the VOC file or a dictionary, QM tries first as the word was entered and then in uppercase. The only places where QM enforces correct casing are in data file record ids and in commands that might have undesirable consequences if executed against the wrong item. The case inversion system can be turned off (typically in the LOGIN paragraph) by the command PTERM CASE NOINVERT



Multi-National Features The underlying database model used by QM is American in origin. For this reason, the default date format is month day year and the default currency symbol is the dollar sign. Two commands can be used to change these defaults, typically from the LOGIN or MASTER.LOGIN paragraphs. The DATE.FORMAT command can be used to change the default date format to European style, day month year, or to enforce some alternative default date conversion style. Note that this setting has no effect on parts of the application that explicitly specify the date style to be used. The NLS command can be used to change the default currency prefix from a dollar sign to any other sequence of up to 8 characters and to change the thousands separator and decimal separator from their defaults of comma and dot. Again, applications that explicitly specify the symbols to be used are not affected.
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File Design This is usually one of the longest and certainly one of the most important steps in designing an application. Mistakes made here will be costly to correct later so it is important to spend time analysing the data to be processed and planning the way in which it will be stored. The application should use a separate file for each "type" of data to be stored. The library loans system in the Tutorial Guide uses three files, TITLES, BOOKS and READERS to hold data about the books and the users of the library. Note how in this example, information pertaining to a book title such as the author, title, etc is stored separately from data relating to a particular copy of the book to avoid duplication. Similar partitioning of data to remove duplicated items can usually be applied to most other applications. A real database application will usually have many more files than our simple library example. Do not be surprised if you end up with 20 or 30 main files but try to avoid the hundreds (or even thousands) that some designers seem to end up with unless you have good reason to do so. Although the operating system may impose a limit on the number of files that a process can have open at one time, QM includes a mechanism to hide this from the application designer, giving the illusion that there is no limit. The record id (primary key) associated with each record must be unique within the file and is limited to 63 characters. This limit can be increased by modification of a system configuration parameter but there are portability issues concerned with this. QM does not allow null record ids (empty character strings) and ids must not include the mark characters. Use of spaces in record ids is permitted but can be very confusing in some contexts. Try to avoid overloading composite keys (client-date-time for example) with data that should actually be part of the data record itself. Composite keys can result in slower processing for a number of reasons. The data fields within the file may require conversion codes applied to them to specify how data is to be converted from it internal form used to store it to its external form for display to a user. Conversion codes are discussed in detail in the Commands Reference Guide. The most frequently used conversion codes are those for dates, times and scaled decimal numbers.



File Types Once you have decided on the files that you need and the data to be stored in each file, the time has come to create the files and set up the dictionaries. For each file, you first need to consider the file type to be used; directory or dynamic. Directory files are good for storing large text records or for data interchange with other software but are very slow to access in comparison to dynamic files. On the other hand, data in dynamic files cannot be accessed from outside QM and, although they can store very large records, they are not best suited to these. Most of your data files will be dynamic files. These have a number of tuning parameters that you can set to give optimum performance. Most users don't bother and leave everything at its default value. This is probably fine for most files. A dynamic file is made up a varying number of fixed size areas called groups, each holding some collection of data records. The size of each group is determined by the GROUP.SIZE parameter in
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multiples of 1024 bytes and must be in the range 1to 8. Although not banned, odd numbers other than 1 may cause alignment problems on some file systems and should be avoided. The default value is 1, giving a group size of 1024 bytes. Once a file has been created, the group size cannot be changed. The LARGE.RECORD parameter specifies the size above which a record is treated as a special case and stored in its own private area in the overflow part of the file. Defaulting to 80% of the group size, changing this parameter can improve performance of files that have a few records over a given size amongst many smaller records. This parameter can be changed during the life of a file though changes will not affect placement of any records already stored. The SPLIT.LOAD and MERGE.LOAD parameters determine when the file adds a new group (splits) or removes a group (merges). These figures are specified as the volume of data stored as a percentage of the file space excluding overflow blocks. The data stored in large records is ignored in this calculation. Users can change the values of the split and merge loads but it is strongly recommended that they are left at their default values of 80 and 50 percent respectively. If these values are changed after a file has been populated, the file will gradually work its way to the new load setting over subsequent writes and deletes. The cost of splitting and merging groups is very small but the MINIMUM.MODULUS parameter allows setting of a number of groups below which the file size will not fall. This can be useful in files that, for example, grow through the day and then shrink back down as records are removed overnight.



Setting up the Dictionaries Once you have determined the file types to be used, the files are created using the CREATE.FILE command. By default this creates the data file, using the specified file parameters, and a dictionary with a fixed set of system defined parameters. A record named @ID is added to the dictionary as a default view of the record id. You may choose to change this dictionary record later but you should not remove it. The remaining dictionary items can now be entered. You need to enter a D-type item to define each data field stored in the file. This entry gives a name to each field and defines how the query processor handles the field by default. Note that the dictionary entry does not in any way constrain the data stored in the file, it merely tells the query processor how to handle it. For each D-type item, you need to specify: •



the field location. A field location of zero is a dictionary convention to refer to the record id. Fields 1 onwards are real data. Although it is perhaps helpful to put related items in adjacent fields, there is no reason why fields need to appear in any particular order but don't leave gaps without good reason.



•



the conversion code to be used by the query processor when displaying the data and for input in some tools.



•



the default column heading to be used in query processor reports.



•



the format code (usually just the field width and justification).



•



the single/multi-value indicator. This should be S if the field is always single valued or M if it could be multi-valued. The query processor needs this information to relate entries in associated multi-valued fields correctly
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•



the association name linking associated fields. This can be any name you like but is best if it reflects the role of the associated fields. You need to include a PH-type (phrase) entry of this name in the dictionary too. Field 2 of the phrase should list each field that is part of the association.



Sometimes it is useful to have more than one D-type dictionary item defining the same field. This might, for example, be to use different conversion codes to give a "narrow" and "wide" version of the date. The actual definition used by the query processor will depend on how the query is phrased. The dictionary is not automatically used by application programs written using QMBasic. As is discussed later, programs usually use definitions of the file structure derived from the dictionary rather than using the dictionary directly. The dictionary should be maintained as the reference description of the data file even if you do not use the query processor to access the file.



Your dictionaries will almost certainly need to include I-type entries. These are calculated values derived from other items in the dictionary. They can also provide access to data from other files, effectively joining two or more tables together. An I-type dictionary item is constructed similarly to a D-type item except that field 1 contains I instead of D and field 2 contains a QMBasic expression to be evaluated. With only a few exceptions, anything that can appear in an expression in a QMBasic program can also appear in a dictionary I-type item. I-type expressions can also make use of the TRANS() function to get data from another file and the TOTAL() function to perform data accumulation for use with the query processor CALC keyword. It is quite normal for a dictionary to contain as many, if not more, I-type items than D-type items.



Finally, you will need to include PH-type (phrase) entries in your dictionaries. Phrases serve several purposes. They are used as part of the process of defining associated fields; they are used to add shortforms to queries against the file; and they are used to set up default actions for the query processor and some other QM components. If no field names are specified for display in a query, the query processor will look in the dictionary for a phrase named @. If this is present, field 2 should contain a list of fields to be displayed by default. This phrase may also contain any other query processor keywords. The query processor behaves exactly as though the content of the @ phrase had appeared on the end of the query command.



QM supports A and S-type dictionary items for compatibility with other multivalue database products. These are described in the Compatibility Features Guide.



The best tool to use to create and maintain dictionary entries is the MODIFY command. This understands the dictionary (because there is a dictionary of dictionaries) and can prompt for the information it needs using meaningful prompts. Having set up the dictionary, MODIFY now knows about the associated data file and can be used to enter test data or to make corrections once the system is live.
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Alternate Key Indices The file system works by locating records using their record id (primary key). In dynamic files, this uses a very high performance system called hashing which should allow most records to be located by just one disk access regardless of the number of records in the file. Sometimes we want to locate records based on the value in some other field, perhaps even a calculated value from an I-type item. These records are likely to be scattered over the whole file. To avoid having to read every record in the file to search for records of interest, QM provides a system of alternate key indices (AKs). An AK can be set up on any real (D-type) or calculated (I-type) item in the file though I-type AKs must be time invariant, that is, the calculation must return the same result every time it is executed for the same data record (indexing on someone's age calculated from their date of birth, for example, would not work as the index will not be updated when they have a birthday). An AK index defined for a given field position (or I-type expression) will automatically apply to any other dictionary names for the same field (or expression) so long as the single/multi-value nature of the item is the same. Thus a dictionary using both a wide and narrow view of the date as mentioned above would use the same index for both views. Alternate key indices are created by a two stage process using the CREATE.INDEX and BUILD.INDEX commands. Once this has been done, the indices are maintained completely automatically and are used by the query processor whenever it is advantageous to do so. Indices can be added or removed at any time. An index entry should lead to a small part of the data file to be effective. An index entry that returns a high proportion of the records in the file will probably result in worse performance rather than better. In particular, avoid indices on yes/no fields. A file may have multiple indices. Each should result in significant improvement of performance of queries against the indexed field but there is a cost to be paid in updating the indices when writing to the file. QM performs some optimisation to reduce this cost but designers should still try to minimise the number of indices used. Most users suggest a sensible limit of 6 to 10 indices on a file. QM supports up to a maximum of 32 indices per file.



Triggers A trigger is a user written subroutine that is executed whenever a record is to be read from, written to or deleted from a file. Trigger functions server two distinct purposes: A trigger subroutine can view the data to be written and perform validation checks. If the data is not acceptable, the subroutine can set an error status which will cause the write or delete to fail. The user program will abort unless the ON ERROR clause has been used to trap this event. A trigger subroutine can be used to detect threshold events and trigger (hence the name) other actions in the application. It might, for example, generate an order for a supplier when a stock level falls below some value. Whilst triggers are not expensive in terms of performance, they do have a small impact and over use should be avoided.
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The Query Processor As you progress through the design of your database you need to think about how any queries against this data will be processed. The QM query processor is fully described in the Query Processor Guide and is likely to be used in a number of ways within your application. •



Query processor commands may be typed in directly to produce ad hoc reports.



•



Queries that are likely to be used many times may be stored in the VOC file as sentences to allow them to be executed simply by typing the sentence name rather than the whole query.



•



A menu option might execute a query.



•



Queries may form part of the processing performed by a paragraph stored in the VOC file.



•



QMBasic programs may execute queries internally. This might be to produce a report directly using the query processor. More frequently, programs execute SELECT commands to build lists of records that meet certain criteria for processing within the application.



In each case, your data needs to be designed so that the query processor can access all of the data it needs with the minimum use of TRANS() functions to join tables. It is the relationship between the tables in a complex application that takes time to design correctly. As mentioned above, one use of the query processor is to generate select lists, lists of records for subsequent processing. Every QM session has eleven memory based select lists, numbered from 0 to 10. These lists can be generated from a variety of query processor and programming statements. Commands and program statements that take items from a numbered select list do so in a destructive manner. Each item is removed from the list as it is processed. Once the entire list has been processed, it is left empty. Many commands look at select list 0, the default select list, when they start up and use this list to control their processing. For example, the COPY command would use this list to identify the records to be copied instead of taking the record ids from the command line. This ability to pass lists into commands is a very valuable and powerful feature of the QM database, however, application designers need to be careful not to leave entries in list 0 by accident. Commands that might have undesirable effects if they processed a list left active in error generally prompt for confirmation before using the list. The numbered select lists are discarded when the QM session terminates. Select lists can be saved in the $SAVEDLISTS file using the SAVE.LIST command and subsequently restored using the GET.LIST command. Saved select lists can be retained for as long as the application designer wishes. It is good practice to ensure that redundant entries are not left in the $SAVEDLISTS file as they can have an impact on performance. A simple strategy of clearing the file every month or deleting items over some fixed number of days old might suffice.
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Menus The QM menu system provides a very simple way to display numbered lists of options to a user. Menus are discussed in detail in the Command Reference Guide. The menu editor, MED, is extremely easy to use and allows flexible application front-ends to be developed very quickly. QM's menu system includes the ability to construct menus in which options can be selectively displayed depending, for example, on the access rights of the user running the menu.



Sentences and Paragraphs It has already been suggested above that query processor statements may be stored as sentences or as part of paragraphs in the VOC file. Most application designers make extensive use of sentences and paragraphs. Paragraphs may contain a number of programming-like constructs such as loops and jumps to provide more powerful job control functionality than a simple series of sentences executed one after another. All commands may include inline prompts to prompt the user to enter data needed during the processing. Most frequently used in paragraphs, inline prompts might, for example, be used to enter the reporting date into some complex report construction paragraph. Although the main use of inline prompts is to prompt the user to enter data, the same mechanism includes features to take data from the command line, to read from a file, to extract elements from a select list, or to substitute the values of system variables. Inline prompts are discussed in detail in the Command Reference Guide.
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Printing QM applications do not drive printing devices directly. Instead they reference numbered print units with no knowledge of where the output will actually go. This leads to a very flexible printing system where the output can be sent to a printer, a file or the user's screen. QM uses the underlying Print Manager on Windows or the spooler on Linux and FreeBSD to perform output to printer devices. Each QM session has its own pool of print units, numbered from 0 to 255. In most cases, if a print unit is not specified in a command, printer 0, the default printer, is used. Application developers are free to use these print units in any way that meets their needs. They might correspond to different printers, different paper types on the one printer, selection of portrait or landscape mode, etc. Although it is unlikely, all 256 print units can be used simultaneously. Within QMBasic programs printer 0 is treated as a special case. If the program has not used the PRINTER ON statement (or the LPTR qualifier to the RUN command), output to printer 0 is actually sent to the user's screen rather than the printer. This allows an application to use either the screen or the default printer simply by choosing whether to execute the PRINTER ON statement rather than having to implement two alternative paths for every place that performs output. QMBasic programs can also reference print unit -1 as a synonym for the user's screen.



Setting Print Unit Characteristics Unless otherwise defined, print unit 0 is directed to the system's default printer and all other print units are directed to the $HOLD file. Almost all applications will need to modify this default behaviour by using the SETPTR command. This may be executed from the MASTER.LOGIN paragraph in the QMSYS account (to affect all users), from the LOGIN paragraph of a specific account (to affect only users of that account), or from within the application. The SETPTR command (documented in the Command Reference Guide) defines the shape of the printed page (width, depth, margins), the destination and various options relating to the treatment of the output. A print unit operates in one of two modes. Mode 1 directs the output to the underlying operating system print processor, usually to send it to a physical printer. Mode 3 formats the data ready for printing but directs it to a record in the $HOLD file from where it may subsequently be viewed on the screen with a suitable editor or sent on to a printer when required. The hold file is most commonly used to defer printing until a process has completed, to gather diagnostic output, or for testing. A print job commences when the first line of output is sent to the printer and normally terminates when the program closes the print unit either explicitly or implicitly by returning to the command processor. It is possible to merge output from several successive print programs into one job by use of the PRINTER command. The KEEP.OPEN option used before output commences followed by the CLOSE option after the final program completes treats the entire sequence as a single print job.



Printing on Windows Windows defines two alternative printing interfaces. The graphical device interface (GDI) allows an application to construct complex text and graphics images. The non-GDI mode (known in QM as raw mode) is a much simpler interface that permits only simple text output. QM uses the raw mode
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by default though, for compatibility with older releases, the GDI configuration parameter can be used to make GDI the default. Some options of the SETPTR command are applicable only to one or other of the two modes. Also, some options may not be supported by all Windows print drivers. In most cases, inapplicable options are simply ignored.



Printing on Linux and FreeBSD QM uses the underlying lp command to print data on Linux. SETPTR options that are not applicable to Linux and FreeBSD are ignored.



Printing to a File The SETPTR command can be used to direct output to a record in the $HOLD file or to any specific pathname on the server system. Hold file entries have a default name of Pn where n is the print unit number but this can be modified in SETPTR to use a different name and/or to add a rolling sequence number to the name.



Commands Relating to Printing CLEAN.ACCOUNT PRINTER SETPTR SPOOL



Clears $HOLD and other system temporary files. Various printer control operations Display or set print unit characteristics Sends record(s) to the printer



Query Processor Keywords Relating to Printing FOOTING HEADING LPTR



Set page footing Set page heading Direct output to a printer (applies to many commands)



QMBasic Statements and Functions Relating to Printing FOOTING HEADING GETPU() PAGE PRINT PRINTER CLOSE PRINTER OFF PRINTER ON PRINTER RESET PRINTER DISPLAY PRINTER FILE PRINTER NAME SETPU



Set page footing Set page heading Retrieve print unit characteristics Force a new page Emit data to a print unit Close a print unit Direct print unit 0 to the screen Direct print unit 0 to the printer Resets the default print unit Direct printer output to the screen Direct printer output to a file Direct printer output to a named printer Set print unit characteristics
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Configuration Parameters Relating to Printing GDI



Select default Windows print mode
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Application Programming No realistic application can be constructed without some resort to programming application specific components. The QMBasic programming language, described in detail in its own manual, is powerful, easy to learn and quick to develop. QMBasic programs that process database files do not automatically use the dictionaries that describe those file. Dictionaries are the province of the query processor. Many programmers on multi-value databases write programs that access data directly by field number. This leads to programs that are difficult to read and expensive to maintain. Well structured programs use named tokens to reference field positions. Although these tokens can be defined by typing them in directly, QM includes a GENERATE command that will automatically construct name tokens from a dictionary. Application programs should be broken into manageable sized modules. Everyone has different views on what constitutes a manageable sized module. Ultimately it is down the developers to enforce programming standards within their project to ensure that the resulting application is understandable and maintainable. Typical applications have hundreds or, perhaps, thousands of program modules. These may vary from just a few lines in a QMBasic function to hundreds of lines in a complex program. Modules of over 3000 lines are probably too complex. One important tool in constructing maintainable programs is the use of include records. These are QMBasic fragments that are brought into programs that use them during the compilation process. They allow program statements such as database record definitions to be stored in just one place but used by many programs. A change to the definition requires only that the include record is updated and all programs that use it are recompiled. The GENERATE command referenced above produces include records of file layout definitions. By convention, and to assist the process described below, QMBasic include records should have a suffix of .H (case insensitive) on their names. The QMBasic compiler can be given a select list of programs to compile. To compile an entire application, simply select all records in the source file. The compiler ignores records with a .H suffix and also those with a .SCR suffix which is used by the screen builder for its include records. When a change has been applied to an include record, use the SEARCH command to generate a select list of all programs that use the include record and run the compiler using this list. For improved compatibility with other multi-value databases, the QMBasic language has a $MODE directive to select how some program constructs will be interpreted. See the QMBasic Programming Guide for details. The $BASIC.OPTIONS record (described with the BASIC command in the Command Reference Guide) can be used to set standard options to be applied to all programs. This may be placed in the VOC to affect all compilations or in a program source file to affect only programs in that file.
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Locking Any multi-user database must include locking mechanisms to prevent concurrent updates to the same records. Locks are discussed in the Introduction to QM manual. For historic reasons, the locking system is of a voluntary nature, that is, applications must buy into the system. An application program that writes a record which it has not previously locked may cause data integrity errors within the application files. By default QM does not force locks to be used. The MUSTLOCK configuration parameter allows enforcement of locking rules. All system commands use locks where appropriate. In particular, the various editing tools lock the records they are processing to avoid concurrency problems.



Cataloguing A QMBasic application will have many subroutines. Before a subroutine can be called from another program it must be placed into the system catalogue by use of the CATALOGUE command. QM supports three modes of cataloguing: LOCAL



Best suited to test systems. A reference to the subroutine is placed in the VOC fileof the account. If the program is rebuilt, it does not need to be recatalogued as the pointer is already there.



NORMAL Recommended for real applications. The compiled version of the program is copied to the cat directory under the QM account. GLOBAL Used for subroutines to be accessible from all accounts, the compiled program is copied to the global catalogue under the QMSYS account. The cataloguing system is described in detail with the CATALOGUE command in the Command Reference Guide.



The Screen Builder There are many ways to handle the user input side of an application. Some developers write low level screen handling throughout their programs. At the other extreme, other users develop pre-processors that take a screen description and generate the low level code from that. QM provides an intermediate approach by offering screen builder, SCRB, and an associated QMBasic subroutine, !SCREEN(), that processes the screens. SCRB treats an input screen as being formed from a number of screen processing steps. Some display data, some input data, others perhaps perform control actions based on the data entered. A screen definition sets out the screen layout, when and how fields are to be displayed, and the logic of the flow between steps. Simple data record maintenance programs may be reduced to a single call to the screen processor. More complex programs may require QMBasic processing between some screen steps. Screen definitions and the SCRB command are fully described in the Command Reference Guide. The !SCREEN() subroutine is described in the QMBasic Programming Guide.
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Printers All realistic applications need to print data. An overview of QM's printing system appears in an earlier section. In general, application software should not have hard-coded knowledge of printer destinations. The SETPTR command should be executed from the LOGIN paragraph or from within the application but using parameters obtained from an editable file. In this way, should a printer break down, it will be easy to redirect output elsewhere.



Debugging The QMBasic programming language includes an interactive debugger. Because it needs to make use of advanced screen handling features not generally available on telnet terminal emulators, the debugger can only be used in its full screen mode on QMConsole or QMTerm session and the AccuTerm terminal emulator. Other terminal emulators will present a simple text mode view of the debugger. The debugger is described in the QMBasic Programming Guide.



Phantoms QM provides background task execution in the form of phantom processes. Any QM command can be launched as a phantom process by prefixing it with the PHANTOM command. Phantom processes do not have a terminal associated with them and thus cannot perform terminal input. Input can be provided via the DATA command within paragraphs. Any output produced by a phantom process that would normally have been displayed at the terminal is written to a record in the $COMO file. This record is named PHuser_date_time where user is the user process number, date is the date in the form ddmmyy and time is the time in the form hhmmss. The $COMO file should be cleared periodically to avoid collecting large numbers of phantom output records.
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Developing QM Applications



Building a Self-Installing Application If you are developing an application to be provided as a complete user-installable package, you probably want to automate as much as possible of this. Ideally, you would like the user to need only to execute a single program to install both QM and the application software. This section describes one way to do this. On Windows systems, we recommend use of the Astrum InstallWizard from Thraex Software but the following process should map onto other self-installer packages. Whatever installer package you use, it needs to install both QM and the application. The complication is that this process needs to run QM to create the account that will hold the application. The steps to achieve this are: 1. Unpack all the application files to wherever they need to go. The directory that will become the application account can be created during this process but the only QM specific subdirectory that should be created is the private catalogue (cat). If you need to pre-load dictionary items or data file records, these should be unpacked into a temporary location. 2. The self-extracting file must also include the relevant version of QM as its own selfextracting file. This should be unpacked into a temporary directory. 3. Once everything has been unpacked, the process now needs to install QM by executing the QM self-extracting program. Use of the /silent command line option will suppress most user interaction. 4. Now that QM is installed (or upgraded), you need to use it to create the application account. The process should check whether the account already exists by looking for the VOC file and, if not, execute QM with a command line option of "CREATE.ACCOUNT account.name account.path NO.QUERY". The quotes are required in this command and the working directory should be the QMSYS account. The CREATE.ACCOUNT command will not fail if the cat subdirectory already exists. 5. Next, you need to execute your own application installer program that should have been included in the contents of the unpacked private catalogue directory. This is done by executing QM with a command line option that is the catalogued item name and with a working directory of the newly created account. 6. Finally, you need to remove any temporary files. So, what does the catalogued install program need to do? •



We recommend that it should start by executing a COMO command to create a log file of its progress.



•



Create any application files that do not already exist.



•



Copy dictionary items from a temporary set of dictionaries unpacked from the install file. By doing this rather than simply overwriting the dictionaries, anything that had been added will not be lost when updating an existing installation.



•



Build any indices that are required.



•



Create any application specific VOC entries such as paragraphs and sentences.
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